**Why Business Central?**
A modern, cloud-based solution can help take your business to new heights. Dynamics 365 Business Central allows companies to reduce long-term software costs, decrease dependency on IT, and optimize operations and customer experiences. That’s why many organizations are choosing to migrate from Microsoft Dynamics GP or to Dynamics 365 Business Central – and the team at CRGroup is here to help plan a successful migration.

**Why CRGroup?**
For over 25 years, we have been proud to serve as Canada’s Dynamics experts – helping companies leverage Microsoft technology to transform their business. Our tenured Dynamics and cloud experts works closely with you to understand your needs and recommend the best path to success. From analysis to implementation, integration, customizations, and support, we are here to help you get the most from your investment in Microsoft.

**Discovery: Questionnaire and Review**
We start with a questionnaire where we learn more about your current state and identify unmet needs. Once complete, we share and discuss our findings in a preliminary scoping call where we review the recommended assessment program, including the internal and client resources required.

**Feedback: Stakeholder Workshops**
We then conduct a series of workshops with key organizational stakeholders, focused on eliciting feedback about existing systems and structures with the goal of defining a desired future state.

**Alignment: Fit-Gap Analysis**
Our fit-gap analysis will review feedback and identify recommended actions and determine the appropriate migration approach.

**Review: Solution Assessment**
In this phase, we determine the high-level scope of the solution in terms of business process, functional and non-functional requirements, and integrations and interface requirements. We also make recommendations for gap closure and perform a cost assessment.

**Present: Management Review**
Finally, we present the details of the solution assessment to the client, including:
- A demonstration of Intelligent Edge KPI’s and Business Central core functionality and process concepts
- An outline of high-level project phases and milestones
- A recommended migration approach including cloud migration tool

BEGIN YOUR ASSESSMENT TODAY
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